America

De la Película "West Side Story"

LEONARD BERNSTEIN

I like to be in America, okay by me in America, everything free in America, automobile in America, chrome um steel in America, wire spoke wheel in America.

1. Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh, America, Oh.

mer-ica, for a small fee in America! mer-ica, very big deal in America!

mer-ica, Oh, America!

I like the city of San Juan,

I'll drive a Buick thru San Juan,

mer-ica, Oh, mer-ica!

hundreds of flowers in full bloom,

I'll give my cousins a free ride,

I know a boat you can get on,

if there's a road you can drive on,
When you will shut up and
mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

When you will shut up and
mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!

mer-i-ca!
I'll give them new washing machine,
Evryone there will give big cheer,

What have they got there to keep clean?
Evryone there will have moved here.

get gone?
turn on,

5 I like to be in America, okay by me in America,

5 I like to be in America, okay by me in America,

5 I like to be in America, okay by me in America,

5 I like to be in America, okay by me in America,

Everything free in America, for a small fee in America!

everything free in America, for a small fee in America!

everything free in America, for a small fee in America!

everything free in America, for a small fee in America!